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277(6311), 585â€“589. Published online: 10.07.12 Cape Town was once again voted the
best city in the world by 39,000 readers of The Telegraph. Also, Cape Town is the largest
city in the Western Cape province; two large airports, such as Cape Bay and South Bay,
as well as the Judy City railway station, were built on its territory. The city has many
water parks, tennis courts, sports grounds, many museums, park areas, and the
phenomenon of â€œconesâ€ () has become popular - picking up stones in the form of
cones, mostly granite. But, due to the compact location of the main business centers and
developed infrastructure, Cape Town is considered the most attractive place for leisure
and business meetings. Cape Tars is officially recognized as a resort town. On September
4, 2003, Cape Town signed agreements with the United States and France on cooperation
in the field of tourism. Since January 1, 2006, the city has become the venue for the
annual Barbados Games. Now Cape Tars has a well-developed economy, which is
associated with diamond mining and coffee exports, but the main thing here is
entertainment facilities that offer a huge range of services to the modern tourist. In recent
years, the IT services industry has flourished. This is due to the fact that employers are
increasingly giving preference to school graduates who have experience and skills in
working on the Internet. That is why many companies have appeared in the city that
specialize in providing such services. There are few people on the Internet, but many of
them have their own page on the social network. Thanks to the development of tourism,
many different companies have appeared in Cape Thai, and competition in the service
market is becoming more and more noticeable. And since the city's economy is well
developed, accommodation prices become quite affordable. The country now has the
lowest unemployment rate, although the total population is still 90,000 a hundred years
ago. Cape Tara is a center for the local industry, in particular, he actively cooperates with
companies such as Hush, Hugo Boss, Globus International. Also here you can find many
bars, cafes and restaurants that provide an opportunity to enjoy gourmet cuisine. All
prices in the city are fixed, and they do not depend on the time of day or season. Other
major centers of Capetain, where you can see high skyscrapers with many open shops,
are: Durban, Orange River and Pretoria. Despite this location, it has retained its
originality and charm
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